ВПР 11 класс
Задание 1 № 84
Вы услышите интервью дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.
Воспользуйтесь

плеером,

чтобы

прослушать

запись.

At first, the host of the talk show calls his guest speaker by
1) the wrong name.
2) a nickname.
3) a short form of her name.
Ответ:

2
Задание 2 № 115
Вы услышите интервью дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.
Воспользуйтесь

плеером,

чтобы

прослушать

запись.

Some people have problems when they do a gap year because they
1) get information from unreliable websites.
2) don’t read websites and the information on them properly.
3) are sent to a different country than what they expect.
Ответ:

3
Задание 3 № 146
Вы услышите интервью дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.
Воспользуйтесь

плеером,

Jennifer was upset because

чтобы

прослушать

запись.

1) she spent a lot of money on something she didn’t enjoy.
2) the place she was sent to didn’t have any animals.
3) she had to take expensive lessons to be accepted to the university.
Ответ:

4
Задание 4 № 177
Вы услышите интервью дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.
Воспользуйтесь

плеером,

чтобы

прослушать

запись.

When Jennifer was in Central America, she liked
1) her accommodation.
2) her meals.
3) the people.…
Ответ:

5
Задание 5 № 208
Вы услышите интервью дважды. Выберите правильный ответ 1, 2 или 3.
Воспользуйтесь

плеером,

чтобы

Jennifer started her website when she
1) came home from volunteering.
2) was at university.
3) left university.
Ответ:

6

прослушать

запись.

Задание 6 № 234
Установите соответствие между заголовками 1–8 и текстами A–G.
Запишите свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один
раз. В задании есть один лишний заголовок.
1. Not Just Fun
2. Running For Heart and Mind
3. United By The Game
4. I Want To Be A Coach
5. Team Work in Sport and Life
6. Next Year We Win
7. Learning From Father
8. School between Practices
A. I believe playing sports is more than an activity to fill your day, it can teach
important life lessons. When I was a child, my dad spent a lot of time teaching me
how to play different sports. He told me that if I can succeed in sports, I can
succeed at anything in life. He used to say, ‘It’s not about how good you become.
It’s about working hard to get where you want to be.’
B. I like bicycles. Group rides help me to get new skills and make new friends. I
try to apply the tactics of group riding to team work in the real world. In the perfect
group ride, each rider takes a turn leading the pack, while the others enjoy the
benefits of drafting. I think this way of working is a great method for approaching
a group task anywhere.
C. I believe in the power of running. Running should not be a battle for your body
but rather a rest for your mind. I felt this last fall, when I was running in the park.
Suddenly I felt as if I could have run forever, as if I could use running as a source
of therapy for my body. Running allows the body to release different types of
stress and even change our understanding of life.
D. My father coached basketball every day of his life, and I was right there with
him in the gym watching him work his magic. Basketball appears entertaining and
exciting. But the path to success is not simple. My father always told me, ‘Nothing
is free.’ I took this advice and ran with it. I truly believe that only practice and
determination lead to success.
E. Baseball is so much more than a sport. One of the powers of baseball is that it
brings people together. It unites fans of all ages, genders, and nationalities. No
matter who you are, you can be a baseball fan. My mom and I have one unspoken
rule: no matter what has been going on before, no fighting at the game.
F. I believe that you must always be loyal to the sport teams you support. The
teams I follow in the United States generally lose many more than they win. The

start of each season brings dreams of victory in baseball, basketball or football,
dreams that fade away soon. But then there is always next year. It will be our year
for sure.
G. I was determined to join the swim team. I knew I would get my strengths and
learn my weaknesses there. Waking up early for 6:30 a.m. practices is what swim
team is all about, as it helps us get into state. On a long school day you think about
the practice in the pool after school. You want to hear the crowd cheering you,
telling you that you have to do more than your best.

Текст

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Заголовок
Ответ:

7
Задание 7 № 839
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово FAMOUS так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
Mikhail Lomonosov
Everybody knows about Mikhail Lomonosov. He is one of
the __________________ Russian scientists. He was also a poet, a geologist, and
an astronomer.
Ответ:

8
Задание 8 № 301
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово CELEBRATE так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
Independence day is a public holiday. It __________________since July 4, 1776
when the thirteen colonies of America declared Independence from England. For
many families this is the most important festival of the year.

Ответ:

9
Задание 9 № 324
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово BEGIN так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
The building of the Wall of stone and earth ______ in the 6th century BC and
lasted until the 16th century AD.
Ответ:

10
Задание 10 № 365
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово THINK так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
«Well, dear,» Tom said. «What’ll we use as an excuse for not walking now?» I
said I ______ of some excuse.
Ответ:

11
Задание 11 № 397
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово DECLARE так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
In the USA, Memorial Day is the last Monday in May. Memorial Day ______ a
national holiday in 1971.
Ответ:

12

Задание 12 № 434
Преобразуйте, если это необходимо, слово CARRY так, чтобы оно
грамматически соответствовало содержанию текста.
20,000 workers marched up Broadway, ______ banners “Labor creates all
wealth”. After the parade, there were picnics all around the city.
Ответ:

13
Задание 13 № 553
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
The carrot is a 13 ______ vegetable which consists mostly of water and sugar.
1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest
Показать
Ответ:

14
Задание 14 № 556
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
The vegetable 14 ______ sweet and the people began to use it as food.

1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest
Показать
Ответ:

15
Задание 15 № 554
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
There are 15 ______ carrots that have dark purple roots and western carrots
with orange roots.
1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest
Показать
Ответ:

16
Задание 16 № 550
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
Dutch farmers 16 ______ orange carrots because orange is the colour of the
Dutch Royal Family.
1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest
Показать
Ответ:

17
Задание 17 № 557
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
Now orange carrots are 17 ______ grown all over the world.
1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest

Показать
Ответ:

18
Задание 18 № 558
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13–18 словами, напечатанными в
правой колонке под цифрами 1–8. Каждое из этих слов может быть
использовано только один раз. В ответе укажите цифры, под которыми
значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1–8 лишние.
The vegetable is 18 ______ , fried, baked and eaten raw. People also make
juice from it.
1) selected
2) root
3) tasted
4) boiled
5) eastern
6) natural
7) widely
8) brightest
Показать
Ответ:

19
Задание 19 № 447
Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have found
some interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this text to your
friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be ready to read it out
aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it.
... You don’t see many birds in winter. Most have left your area. Those that stay are
not as active. Activity uses energy that is needed to keep warm. The worst problems for

birds in winter are getting enough heat and holding on to the heat once it is made. These
are problems for all birds. But it is especially true for very small ones. They cannot find
enough food. The weather stays so cold for so long that they cannot eat enough to keep
alive. But birds have many ways of fighting the cold.
You shiver to keep warm. The heat that you make is made mostly in your muscles.
The muscles make more heat when they are active. So one way of keeping warm is to
move about, use your muscles. Another way is to shiver. When your body needs heat, the
muscles tighten and loosen quickly. They become active. Just as you shiver to keep
warm, so do birds.
Решения заданий с развернутым ответом не проверяются автоматически.
На следующей странице вам будет предложено проверить их
самостоятельно.

20
Задание 20 № 490
These are photos from your photo album. Choose one photo to describe to your
friend.

You will have to start speaking in 1.5 minutes and will speak for not more than
2 minutes (12–15 sentences). In your talk remember to speak about:
• where and when the photo was taken
• what/who is in the photo
• what is happening
• why you keep the photo in your album
• why you decided to show the picture to your friend
You have to talk continuously, starting with: "I’ve chosen photo number … ".

Тренировочные задания ЕГЭ
Установите соответствие между текстами A-G и заголовками

.

1. A shop that inspired writers
2. Country’s brave defenders
3. A truly international place
4. Governesses of rich children
5. Birth of a popular sport
6. Textile business links
7. A nice-sounding building
8. The initial steps of commerce
A. Moscow has always been a multicultural city. If we look back at its history, we will see that
there were several foreign communities living in Moscow on a permanent basis. We all know
about German people inhabiting the banks of the Yauza river, where little Peter, the future tsar
of all Russia, ran around, made friends and got his first ideas of learning about ships and fleets.
But what do we know about the British community of Moscow? Did it even exist?
B. The first ties between Russia and Britain were formed in the middle of the 16th century in the
time of Ivan the Terrible. It was then that some wealthy British merchants founded the Muscovy
Company which held a monopoly on trade between Britain and Russia until 1698. The building
of its Moscow headquarters was granted to the company by the tsar in 1556 and can be still
visited at 4, Varvarka Street, known to us now as The Old English Court.
C. Beginning from the time of Peter the Great, several talented British military men moved to
Russia. Many of them served as army generals and navy admirals, defending Russian borders in
different wars and battles. Among the most famous ones were Field Marshall James Bruce, Field
Marshall Barclay de Tolly and Admiral Thomas Mackenzie, all of them of Scottish origin.
D. In the 18th century, British industrialists made themselves known in Russia. One of the most
outstanding figures was Robert McGill, who lived in Moscow and served as an intermediary
between Lancashire mill engineers and the Russian cotton industry, and built over 150 mills
(cotton factories) in Russia. Robert McGill had a house in Spiridonovka Street and together with
his wife Jane was a prominent member of the British community in Moscow.
E. If you talk to Moscow concert musicians who were active between the 1960s and the 1990s,
they will tell you of the fantastic acoustics of the “Melodiya” recording studio at 8, Voznesensky
Lane, which they lovingly called ‘kirche’, mistakenly thinking it was a German church. This

building, designed in the English neo-gothic architectural style, was in fact built in 1885 by
Robert McGill and is St. Andrew’s Anglican Church, which was used as a recording studio in
Soviet times.
F. Another spectacular example of British architecture in Moscow is the old building of TsUM
next to the Bolshoy and Maly theatres. Built in the early 1900s, it was back then the biggest
department store in Moscow. It was owned by Scottish merchants Andrew Muir and Archie
Mirrielees. Mayakovsky mentions Muir&Mirrielees in several of his poems, while Chekhov
named his dogs after its two owners.
G. In 1887, two other cotton industrialists from Lancashire, Clement and Harry Charnock,
moved to work at a cotton factory in Orekhovo-Zuevo, near Moscow. They were both great
football fans and decided to introduce this game to the workers of the factory. This resulted in
the first professional football team in Russia which after the Revolution became the core of
Moscow Dynamo team.
Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании один заголовок лишний.
Запишите в поле для ответа последовательность цифр, соответствующих текстам
ABCDEFG.

Задание3
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–F частями предложений, обозначенными
цифрами
. Одна из частей в списке
лишняя.
Surviving in a Desert
A desert is defined as a place that gets less than 250 mm of rain each year. It differs sharply
from the climate of a rain forest, (A) ________.
Arid desert lands cover about one third of the earth’s surface. Most deserts are covered with
sand, (B) ________. There are also usually a lot of rocky areas. This combination of sand and
rock means that the soil is not very fertile.
(C) ________, some living things are able to do well in this setting. Many plants have changed
and developed in ways (D) ________. These changes have become apparent in a number of
ways. Some plants are able to grow very quickly (E) ________. They turn green and produce
flowers within just a few days. Other desert plants simply stop growing in very dry weather. They
appear to be dead, but when the rain returns, they come back to life and begin growing again.
Desert animals have also developed many characteristics that help them to survive in arid
environment. Camels can go for a very long time without drinking. Other animals, such as
snakes and rats, find cool places to sleep during the day and come out only at night. The
extremely long ears of desert rabbits help them (F) ________. Changes like these have allowed
some animals and plants to grow and develop successfully in a very challenging ecological
system: the desert.

There are countless books in the world, and whoever you are, whatever you’re feeling, there is
definitely a book out there, just waiting for you to discover it.
1. which is often in the form of hills called sand dunes
2. whenever it rains
3. to find water as far as
4. which can receive up to

metres away
mm of rain annually

5. to better distribute their body heat and stay cool
6. even though the desert environment is very dry and hot
7. that help them to live in the desert

Задание4
Прочитайте текст и выполните задание.
Doctor Who
'Doctor Who' is a British science-fiction TV series that follows the adventures of a time-traveling
alien, called the Doctor, and his human companion, as they travel through time and space in a
spaceship, called the TARDIS (Time and Relative Dimension in Space), and courageously save
the world time and time again.
'Doctor Who' first aired on BBC on 23 November, 1963 and was one of the first science-fiction
stories to appear on screen: 3 years before 'Star Trek' and 14 years before the 'Star Wars'
franchise. In 1989, due to falling popularity, the show was suspended. But 16 years later, in
2005, it was brought back to the screen with a whole new cast of actors and has been ongoing
ever since. It is considered to be the longest running sci-fi show in the world, having celebrated
its 50th anniversary in 2013.
But how has 'Doctor Who' managed to survive for this long? What sets it apart from other
amazing shows that are now over? What makes 'Doctor Who' really unique, is that it does not
have to rely on any particular actor to continue. When the Doctor is close to death, he is able to
start a biological process within himself, called regeneration, that changes every single cell in
his body, while still leaving his mind intact. Essentially, he becomes a different person: new
looks, new personality, new everything. But one thing that never changes is his genius, and his
sense of humor. This means, that every four years or so, when the actors playing the Doctor
decide to move on to different projects and leave the show, the producers can find a new actor to
take on the iconic role. So far twelve actors have played the Doctor.

Another reason the show has been running for so long is that there is no main storyline, it is very
much episodic, each episode telling a story of a separate adventure. So as long as the writers of
the show keep coming up with new planets for the Doctor and his companion to visit, and new
alien villains for them to defeat, the show can continue forever.
'Doctor Who' has an unbelievably huge fan base all over the world, so big in fact, that the
50th anniversary episode aired in 94 countries simultaneously, earning it a Guinness World
Record. There is also a large amount of music, inspired by 'Doctor Who', and since the series's
renewal, a music genre called 'Trock' ('Time Lord Rock') has appeared. The most famous 'Trock'
band is 'Chameleon Circuit'. They produce music exclusively about 'Doctor Who', and so far
have released two albums.
Soon after 'Doctor Who’s' appearance in 1963, novels surrounding the series started to appear.
The first ever novelization came out on 12 November, 1964, almost exactly a year after the first
episode came out. Since then over 150 novelizations and 200 spin-off books have been published,
including some written by Neil Gaiman.
'Doctor Who' has been an important part of popular culture for over half a century now. The
show is limitless, filled with possibility: you can go to Victorian London, or to Pompeii, or to the
51st century. It can be any genre: comedy, horror, fantasy, drama, sometimes all of them at the
same time. It’s clever, and funny, and sad, and makes you think. The plots are well written, and
sometimes you feel like you’re twisting your brain into a knot, trying to figure out the paradoxes.
But most importantly it’s kind-hearted and beautiful. No doubt 'Doctor Who' will remain a fanfavorite for many years to come.

Демонстрационная версия ВПР по английскому языку
7 класс 2020 год.
При выполнении заданий с кратким ответом впишите в поле для ответа
цифру, которая соответствует номеру правильного ответа, или число, слово,
последовательность букв (слов) или цифр. Ответ следует записывать без
пробелов и каких-либо дополнительных символов.
Если вариант задан учителем, вы можете вписать или загрузить в систему
ответы к заданиям с развернутым ответом. Учитель увидит результаты
выполнения заданий с кратким ответом и сможет оценить загруженные
ответы к заданиям с развернутым ответом. Выставленные учителем баллы
отобразятся в вашей статистике.
Версия для печати и копирования в MS Word
1
Задание 1 № 1
Перед Вами на экране 5 незаконченных предложений A — E.
Внимательно прочитайте их. Прочитайте также варианты ответов в
выпадающем списке.
Вы услышите разговор в магазине подарков. Для каждого предложения
выберите из выпадающего списка концовку, соответствующую содержанию
разговора. К каждому предложению подходит только одна концовка.
Аудиотекст прозвучит 2 раза. При повторном прослушивании проверьте
себя. У Вас есть 45 секунд, чтобы ознакомиться с предложениями.
Воспользуйтесь
плеером,
чтобы
прослушать
запись.
А. The man wants to look at the vase _________.
1. next to the teapot 2. behind the cups 3. next to the cups
B. The teapot costs _________.
1. $10 2. $12 3. $20
C. The man wants to give the teapot to his _________.
1. grandmother 2. grandparents 3. grandfather
D. The man's meeting is at _________.
1. 3:30 pm 2. 3 pm 3. 4:30 pm
E. The weather is _________.
1. sunny 2. frosty 3. rainy

Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими буквами.
A

B

C D

E

2
Задание 2 № 5
Прочитайте текст вслух. У вас есть полторы минуты на подготовку и
полторы минуты, чтобы прочитать текст вслух.
Physical Education is one of the subjects taught at school. Students do many
different sports, exercises, and activities. There are many types of physical fitness.
Physical education keeps kids and adults fit and active. It is very important for
their health and well-being.
Scientists have shown that brain development and physical exercise go hand in
hand. Physical education can help academic success. It is important to educate
people in the field of healthy and smart ways to stay active.
Решения заданий с развернутым ответом не проверяются автоматически.
На следующей странице вам будет предложено проверить их
самостоятельно.

3
Задание 3 № 6
Выберите фотографию и опишите ее. У вас есть полторы минуты на
подготовку и не более двух минут для ответа. У вас должен получиться
связный рассказ (7–8 предложений).
План ответа поможет вам:
— the place
— the action
— the appearance of the person
— whether you like the picture or not
— why
Start with: “I’d like to describe picture № ... . The picture shows …”

Решения заданий с развернутым ответом не проверяются автоматически.
На следующей странице вам будет предложено проверить их
самостоятельно.

4
Задание 4 № 2
Установите соответствие между текстами и их темами, выбрав тему из
выпадающего списка. Используйте каждую тему только один раз. В задании
одна тема лишняя.
This text deals with …
1. City attractions.
2. A London cinema.
3. A London theatre.
4. A London street.
5. Nature sights.
6. A London museum.
A. The Lake District, in northwest England, is a small area, but extremely
beautiful, with the varied delights of soft hills and woodland and the panoramas of
the great lakes. The Lake District is more often visited, both by day tourists and
holidaymakers, than any other region of outstanding natural beauty in the British
Isles.
B. England's most ancient northern city lies on the River Ouse in the centre of
the Vale of York between the Yorkshire Dales and the North York Moors. It was
once the principal town of Yorkshire, and it remains the seat of the Archbishop of
York. A child-friendly city, its Viking, Castle and Railway museums have plenty
to engage young people as well as adults.
C. Along the north part of Trafalgar Square is the famous National Gallery.
Founded in 1824, the gallery has since grown into one of the most outstanding and

comprehensive collections in the world, with a list of masters ranging from
Leonardo da Vinci and Rembrandt to El Greco and Van Gogh.
D. The London Coliseum famous for its richly decorated interiors was used for
variety shows, musical comedies, and stage plays for many years. In 1974 its name
was changed to the English National Opera. Today it is used primarily for opera as
well as being the London home of the English National Ballet. When not on tour
they perform regular seasons throughout the year.
E. The Mall is London's impressive ceremonial way, a broad tree-lined avenue.
The spectacular parade takes place here each June to celebrate the official Birthday
of the Sovereign. Queen Elizabeth II rides down the avenue in a horse-drawn
carriage. Over 1,000 officers and men are on parade, together with two hundred
horses; over two hundred musicians march and play as one.
Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими буквами.
A

B

C D

E

5
Задание 5 № 3
Прочитайте текст и вставьте вместо каждого пропуска нужную
грамматическую форму, выбрав её из выпадающего списка.
The Dog and the Donkey
Once in a small town there lived a baker. He had two pets — a dog and a
donkey. The dog kept watch over the house. The donkey carried the bread and the
cakes that the baker made. One night a thief A____ into the house. The baker
B____ soundly. The dog too was fast asleep, he did not bark at the thief. The
donkey saw the thief and wanted to awaken C____ master, so he began to bray
loudly. The thief ran away. The baker could not sleep. He came out. He could not
understand why the donkey brayed so loudly and he beat the stupid but dutiful
donkey very badly. But the D____ house was saved. It was the duty of the dog to
keep watch and not of the donkey. However, the donkey turned out to be a E____
guard than the dog.
A 1) broken 2) was breaking 3) broke 4) was broken
B 1) sleeps 2) was sleeping 3) slept 4) has slept
C 1) him 2) her 3) he 4) his
D 1) baker 2) bakers’ 3) baker’s 4) bakers
E 1) good 2) more good 3) best 4) better

Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими буквами.
A

B

C D

E

6
Задание 6 № 4
Прочитайте текст и вставьте вместо каждого пропуска подходящее слово,
выбрав его из выпадающего списка. Два слова в списке лишние.
A Cap Seller and the Monkeys
There was a cap seller in a city. He used to go from village to village to sell his
caps. His way lay A____ a forest. It was a hot summer day and he got tired. To get
some rest he sat under a tree. Soon he fell B____ . Many monkeys lived on that
tree. When they saw the caps, they climbed down the tree and took the caps. Then
they climbed up the tree C ____ .
The cap seller woke up after some time. He found that his caps were missing.
He looked up and saw the monkeys wearing his caps. He tried his best to get his
caps D____ but he couldn’t. Suddenly an idea occurred to him. He took off his
own cap and threw it on the ground. The monkeys did the same, since they are
imitators. The cap seller collected all his caps and went E____ happily.
1. again; 2. asleep; 3. around; 4. away; 5. back; 6. thorough; 7. through.
Запишите в таблицу выбранные цифры под соответствующими буквами.
A

B

C D

E

